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Dear Ms. LAlaif^

Re: Market Surveillance PanelMonitoring Report
I am writing in response to your letter of March 29, 2019 requesting that I advise you of: a) ihe
steps that the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) plans to take in response to the
recommendations made in the Market Surveillance Panel ("MSP" or "Panel") Monitoring Report
on the lESO-Administered Electricity Markets for the period from November 2016 to April 2017,
and the timelines for completion of those steps; and b) in the IESO'Sview, whether any actions
or market rule amendments should be taken or initiated in addition to those reflected in the
MSP recommendations.

The most recent report included one two-part recommendation relating to the process used to
disable and re-enable the variable generator forecasting tool.
Disabling the Variable Generator Forecasting Tool
Recommendation 3-1, MSP Monitoring Report for November 2016 - April 2017:

A) The IESOshouldjormalizetheprocessby whichit determineswhento disableandre-enable
(hevariableforecasting tool, andshould communicate thatprocess to marketparticipants to
increase transpctrency.

B) Whena variable generator is on mandatory dispatchandtheforecasting toolis disabled the
IESOshouldset thegenerator'sunconstrainedscheduleatitsforecastedoutputrather than
its maximumofferedcapacity.
Part A

The IESOagrees with the Panel's recommendation that fhe process used by the IESOto disable
and re-enable the variable generation forecasting tool as a control action to maintain reliability
shouldbe formalizedand communicatedto market participants.
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TheIESOwill incorporatethe process for enablingand disablingthe variableforecastingtool
into the applicable IESOmarket manuals by the end of 2019 and fhis will be communicated to
market participantsthroughthe IESOChangeandBaselineManagementprocess.
Part B

The IESOagrees with the Panel's analysis that the current process of disabling fhevariable
forecasting tool under certain conditions may lead to instances of lower real-time Ontario
energy prices than market conditions should reflect. With respect to the Panel's recommended
solution, {he IESOunderstands and agrees with the Panel's intent and would like to clarify that
fhe IESOdoes not actively "set" (he unconstrained schedules of generators. Rather, the IESO
establishes an upper bound limit to which a generator could be scheduled. This distinction is
important because when variable generators are the marginal resource, only the economic
megawatt amounts will be scheduled and this would not be the case if the MSP's
recommendationis implementedverbatim. Withthat clarification,the IESOwill endeavorto
implement the intent of the Panel's recommendation.
In order to address the recommendation, the IESO will first undertake an assessment of

solutions fhat best reflect a variable generator's capability during periods when the variable
forecasting tool is disabled. The IESOwill then report back to fhe Panelby the end of Q3 2019
on its findings and estimated timelines for implementing a solution.
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With respect to the OEB's question on whether any actions or market rule amendments should
be taken or initiated in addition to those reflected in the MSFs recommendations, the IESO has

not at this time identified any additional actions or market rule amendments that should be
taken or initiated related to these recommendations.

Should you have any additional questions on these matters, please do not hesitate to contact me
at416-969-6007or by email atpeter.gregg@ieso.ca
You

Peter Gregg
President & CEO
ec: Glenn Leslie, Chair, Market Surveillance Panel

